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ICS: The Journey So Far
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▪ UK government funded youth volunteering-for-development

programme.

▪ Launch in 2011, currently in the extension of its 2nd phase.

▪ Lead by VSO, ICS is delivered through a consortium of volunteer-

sending development agencies.

▪ Over 35,000 young people from the UK and host countries have 

volunteered so far with ICS in over 30 countries.

▪ ICS aims to contribute to three

overall outcomes:

▪ Sustainable development for  

communities

▪ Personal development for the 

volunteers

▪ Active citizenship



How ICS Works (the Model)?
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7 Quality Principles

QP1- A diverse range of young people are given the 

opportunity to participate in the programme

QP2- Volunteers are suitably supported throughout the 

programme to ensure optimal personal development 

and effective placement outcomes

QP3- Every ICS placement must aim to achieve some 

kind of development impact

QP4- Shared working and learning between young 

people from different countries is a critical aspect of the 

programme

QP5- ICS volunteers must become an integral part of 

the community while on placement

QP6- ICS volunteering learning is supported and 

encouraged through all parts of the journey

QP7- ICS volunteers continue their commitment to live 

as active citizens after the programme is finished

Delivery model

•Team-based approach

•Community-focused

•Youth-led

•12 week placements

•1-1 ratio of UK to in-country 

volunteers

•18-25 year olds and 23-35 for 

Team leader 

•Host homes

Activities

1. Peer education

2. Community infrastructure

3. Awareness raising

4. Training

5. Resource development

6. Action research

7. Community networks



Generating Evidence of Change
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ICS1 Evaluation:
Evidenced impact 

of ICS on the 

volunteer

personal 

development

Valuing Volunteer Research: 
Evidenced how changes happen 

through relational volunteer model 

and approaches

ICS2 Mid-term 
Evaluation:

Tested new ICS TOC, 

which incorporated 

relational volunteer 

model

New TOC

ICS 

1st phase

2011 - 2015

ICS

2nd phase

2015-2018

ICS              
2nd phase 
extension

2018-2019
New      

TOC
Revised 

TOC

Final Evaluation: 
To test revised 

TOC



Theory of Change: 2015
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MTE learning
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Theory of Change: 2018
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Inclusive and Innovative M&E

▪ The ICS Mid-Term Evaluation demonstrated our need to 

be more inclusive and participatory in our ongoing

data collection methods in order to evidence change for 

young people with young people.
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▪ New tools developed provide 

ongoing data on pathways to 

change.
▪ New Team Debrief Tool – at 

the end of volunteer placement 

▪ New Volunteer Surveys -

throughout the journey



Conclusion

▪ Continually testing and refining a TOC 

is crucial and should be done based on 

evidence.
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▪ The use of participatory and inclusive 

M&E by/for young people (ICS) also

contributes to  quality of data and 

evidence collected.  

▪ The ‘how’ change happens is as 

important as the ‘what’ change happens

- within a TOC and data collection.

▪ Ongoing data collection methods

should reflect the TOC but also be

taylored for those who will be using

them.

▪ M&E approach and systems can have a 

joint focus on both development 

impact and volunteer personal 

development



Thank you! 
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